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Abstract 5 

Objective. The aim of this study is to analyze influences on inter-rater reliability and 6 

within-group agreement within a highly experienced rater group when assessing pilots’ 7 

non-technical skills. 8 

Background. Non-technical skills of pilots are crucial for the conduct of safe flight 9 

operations. To train and assess these skills, reliable expert ratings are required. 10 

Literature shows to some degree that inter-rater reliability is influenced by factors 11 

related to the targets, scenarios, rating tools, or to the raters themselves.  12 

Method. Thirty-seven type-rating examiners from a European airline assessed the 13 

performance of four flight crews based on video recordings using LOSA and adapted 14 

NOTECHS tools. We calculated rwg and ICC(3) to measure within-group agreement and 15 

inter-rater reliability. 16 

Results. The findings indicated that within-group agreement and inter-rater reliability 17 

were not always acceptable. Both metrics showed that outstanding pilots’ 18 

performance was rated with higher within-group agreement. For cognitive aspects of 19 

performance, inter-rater reliability was higher than for social aspects of performance. 20 

Agreement was lower on the pass/fail level than for the distinguished performance 21 

scales. 22 

Conclusion. These results suggest to back pass/fail decisions not exclusively on non-23 

technical skill ratings. We furthermore recommend that regulatory authorities more 24 

systematically address inter-rater reliability in airline instructor training. Airlines as 25 

well as training facilities should be encouraged to demonstrate sufficient inter-rater 26 

reliability when using their rating tools. 27 
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Introduction 32 

In-depth accident investigations in the 1970s highlighted the fact that the non-technical 33 

behaviors of pilots, like leadership, communication, teamwork and decision making, had clearly been 34 

neglected as significant factors for safe flight operations (Cooper, White, & Lauber, 1980). In 35 

succession, several approaches attempted to systematically include cockpit/crew resource 36 

management (CRM) in pilot training (Helmreich, Merrit, & Wilhelm, 1999). For the evaluation of 37 

training success, CRM-skills assessment became relevant. Goldsmith and Johnson (2002) name three 38 

major reasons why such an evaluation is important and how it can improve pilot performance: to 39 

judge if the pilot is proficient enough to fly in the respective airline, to give sufficient and appropriate 40 

performance feedback to the pilot, and to develop and modify the airline’s training program. 41 

Regulatory authorities have provided standards and guidelines for the instruction and assessment of 42 

CRM by the airlines (cf. European Aviation Safety Agency, 2011, 2014; European Commission, 2011; 43 

Federal Aviation Administration, 2004; Joint Aviation Authorities, 2001). In this context, Robert 44 

Helmreich and his colleagues at the University of Texas were very influential, developing behavioral 45 

marker systems and other observation methods such as the Line/LOS Checklist for the aviation 46 

industry (Helmreich, Klinect, Wilhelm, & Jones, 1999). For European airlines, a rating system called 47 

NOTECHS became the standard (Flin et al., 2003; O'Connor, Hoermann, Flin, Lodge, & Goeters, 2002).  48 

Because behavioral marker and rating systems are subject to observation bias, aspects of inter-rater 49 

reliability (IRR) and inter-rater agreement (IRA) became important (Brannick & Prince, 1991; 50 

Brannick, Prince, & Salas, 2002). To ensure that pilots are trained to a required level of competence, 51 

reliability of the competence assessment is a vital precondition (cf. Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994).  52 

While “…practical elements [of instructor training] should include the development of 53 

specific instructor skills, particularly in the area of teaching and assessing threat and error 54 

management and CRM” (European Aviation Safety Agency, 2011, FCL.920, p. 282), high IRR and IRA 55 

lead to transparent and traceable ratings and can therefore enhance the feedback during the 56 
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debriefing, and thus the training quality (Gontar & Hoermann, 2014). Unreasonably harsh or 57 

unreasonably lenient ratings can not only lead to economic drawbacks, but also to critical safety 58 

consequences (Holt, Hansberger, & Boehm-Davis, 2002). For example, raters using overly harsh 59 

standards may give rise to needless additional training costs for the airline. An overly harsh rating in 60 

an examination flight could jeopardize the pilot’s license and have a negative effect on his or her 61 

motivation without reasonable cause. The opposite is the case if the raters have pilots passing an 62 

examination although they performed below the required minimum. In the latter case, degrading 63 

standards will have safety implications.  64 

Studies in aviation  (Brannick et al., 2002; Holt et al., 2002; O'Connor et al., 2002; Williams, 65 

Holt, & Boehm-Davis, 1997), in air traffic control (Kontogiannis & Malakis, 2013), and in medical 66 

domains (Arora et al., 2011; Beard, Marriott, Purdie, & Crossley, 2011; Cooper, Endacott, & Cant, 67 

2010; Dedy et al., 2015; Fletcher et al., 2003; Gale et al., 2010; Mitchell et al., 2012; Sevdalis et al., 68 

2008; Yule et al., 2008; Yule et al., 2009) found that professional raters have different views when 69 

rating practitioners on their non-technical skills (NTS). The important research tasks in this context 70 

are obviously to identify the conditions under which the views of the raters tend to diverge or 71 

converge and to apply the outcomes to the improvement of inter-rater reliability. Based on the 72 

aforementioned studies, we divided the factors that influence inter-rater reliability into four major 73 

themes (comparable to Brannick et al., 2002). These themes are: target-related (e.g. target person’s 74 

level of performance, target person’s position in crew), scenario & task-related (e.g. taxiing, 75 

emergency procedures, cruise flight, approach), measurement-related (e.g. rating dimension, scale 76 

level, observable markers, anchors), and rater-related (e.g. experience, familiarity with rating tools, 77 

motivation). It is pointed out that these themes can also be interdependent. 78 

Target-related Influences 79 

Regarding target-related influences, O’Connor et al. (2002) reported that captains (CPTs) 80 

were rated less accurately than first officers (FOs). Mishra, Catchpole, and McCulloch (2009) found 81 

slight differences between targets when analyzing IRA for nurses, surgeons, and anesthetists. Yule et 82 

al. (2009) found that it is easier to rate targets who perform very well or very poorly than crews 83 

whose performance is in the medium range, since extreme behaviors are normally more salient. As 84 

average-performing crews represent the majority of cases in reality, it is very important to train 85 

inter-rater reliability when rating those (Yule et al., 2009). In addition, these authors pointed out the 86 
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problem that a target’s performance may vary on the same dimension (e.g. communication) during 87 

the observation period. In this case, it is hard to decide how to weigh the different characteristics 88 

and to arrive at a final grade.  89 

Scenario & Task-related Influences 90 

The second identified theme, scenario & task, is addressed by O’Connor et al. (2002). They 91 

were able to show that the content of flight scenarios and tasks influence inter-rater reliability and 92 

identified the crucial aspects in their specific scenarios. One major fact they asserted was the 93 

difficulty for the rater to “decide how to separate the behaviors and responsibilities of the two 94 

pilots” (O’Connor et al., 2002, p. 282). Yule et al. (2008) conducted a study with six different 95 

scenarios and found similar results, but attributed them to the special behaviors of the crews, which 96 

they stated were easier to rate. Mitchell at al. (2012) explained differences in inter-rater reliability 97 

between the scenarios as being affected by the short and variable duration of the scenarios. They 98 

furthermore suggested that the semi-scripted scenarios might have influenced inter-rater reliability 99 

due to the varying quality of the actors.  100 

Measurement-related Influences 101 

Dedy et al. (2015), Mishra et al. (2009), O’Connor et al. (2002), and Yule et al. (2008) found 102 

that within-group agreement and inter-rater reliability also depend on the rated dimension. 103 

O’Connor et al. (2002) and Yule et al. (2008) reported that interpersonal skills (e.g. communication) 104 

were rated in higher agreement than cognitive skills (e.g. decision making). Yule et al. (2008) 105 

attributed this effect to the raters, who only had 2.5 hours of training and were not educated in the 106 

underlying cognitive models. In contrast, Yule et al. (2009) found an opposite effect: Cognitive skills 107 

were rated in higher agreement than social skills. We found this same effect when analyzing pilots’ 108 

peer and self-rating behaviors (Gontar & Hoermann, 2014). Social aspects such as communication, 109 

leadership, and teamwork were rated with lower inter-rater reliability than cognitive aspects, for 110 

example work organization, situation awareness, and decision making (Gontar & Hoermann, 2014). 111 

We concluded that this effect was due to the scenario, where the successful technical outcome was 112 

strongly related to good decision making. Brannick et al. (2002) analyzed the influence of item 113 

generality on reliability and found that interjudge agreement was higher for specific behaviors than 114 

for a general assessment of CRM in total. 115 
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Rater-related Influences  116 

Regarding the influence of the rater, Hamman and Holt (1997) found that factors such as 117 

personal interpretation and motivation influence and bias performance ratings (see Flin & Martin, 118 

2001). Yule et al. (2008) argued that rating bias also depends on the expertise of the raters in their 119 

specific field. They analyzed the average reliability of different rater groups (in this case: general 120 

surgeons vs. orthopedic surgeons) and found variance in the agreement, suggesting that “…surgeons’ 121 

ratings might be more homogeneous when they are rating scenarios based in their own specialty 122 

than when rating other specialties” (p. 552). In 2009, Yule et al. showed that prior rating experience 123 

can affect rating standards. They compared novice raters with expert raters and found that novices 124 

tend to rate more harshly than experts. As possible reasons for low reliability, Weber, Roth, Mavin, 125 

and Dekker (2013) suggested that raters might not recognize the same behaviors, or even if they do, 126 

they do not evaluate them equally. In a follow-up study, Weber, Mavin, Roth, Henriqson, and Dekker 127 

(2014) analyzed the degree to which raters gave different reasons (justifications) for their grading of 128 

pilots’ behavior. They clustered similar justifications into topics and were able to show that raters use 129 

different topics to assess specific performance categories.  130 

Research Needs  131 

Even though IRR of performance ratings is influenced by the above mentioned factors, check 132 

and training practices of the airlines have to rely on instructor pilots assessing the technical and non-133 

technical skills of their trainees. This is primarily done through observation. Several studies have 134 

attempted to improve reliability and structural validity of the crew assessment by intensified 135 

instructor training (e.g. Holt et al., 2002) or by improving tools for rating non-technical skills (e.g. 136 

Sevdalis et al., 2008). Holt et al. (2002) looked at the development of IRR over a period of three years 137 

with rater training. They found generally acceptable results, but could not identify strong 138 

improvement over the years. These authors mentioned that due to the small number of raters in the 139 

beginning, turnover in the group of raters may have affected the group’s rating performance. 140 

Furthermore, they noted that the rated scenarios differed from year to year. Sevdalis et al. (2008) 141 

analyzed the IRR of raters after revising their NTS rating tool. Even after these revisions, specific 142 

dimensions such as cooperation and team skills showed barely adequate reliability. However, they 143 

could not rule out that a lack of familiarity with the revised definitions led to lower IRR for that 144 

dimension.  145 
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In contrast to the studies cited here, this study kept the influence of the raters and the 146 

influence of the scenario & task constant, which allowed us to focus on the influence of target and 147 

measurement. Raters and scenarios were kept unchanged by selecting a homogeneous and very 148 

experienced group of type-rating examiners from the same airline and showing them videos with 149 

different flight crews performing the same flying tasks. We examined how reliably these raters, who 150 

worked for the same airline as the crews, used different rating tools to assess the pilots.  151 

To our knowledge, no study has been published in which a large group of raters with 152 

homogeneous experience, education, and affiliation participated, in order to keep rater-induced 153 

effects constant. Furthermore, no study was found that kept the influence of scenarios & tasks 154 

constant across different crews. In this study we asked the instructor pilots to assess actual flight 155 

crews from the same airline in realistic simulator scenarios containing the same task for each crew. 156 

Such a situation is very common in reality: All pilots in an airline have to fly the same missions in 157 

training and examination flights. In addition, most of the previous studies had either volunteer raters 158 

(e.g. Mitchell et al., 2012; Yule et al., 2009) or did not specify how raters had been recruited (e.g. 159 

Fletcher et al., 2003; O’Connor et al., 2002). We suggest that using volunteers, and thus self-selected 160 

raters, would potentially bias the ratings and therefore would not reflect the daily practice. Normally, 161 

instructors and pilots are assigned to their specific training or check missions. 162 

In our study, we expect similar results for within-group agreement as reported by O’Connor 163 

et al. (2002). These authors found an average rwg of .76 across all the different rating dimensions at 164 

the category level of NOTECHS, which is comparable to our NTSdim measurement (see dependent 165 

measures). O’Connor et al. (2002) showed that the agreement varied for different scenarios (from 166 

.64 to .87). In our study, the scenario remained unchanged. However, different crews exhibited the 167 

full range of performance, from outstanding to poor. We expect that raters show higher agreement 168 

for extreme performance than for average performance, because extreme performance is assumed 169 

to be more salient (Yule et al., 2009). 170 

To summarize the above, the research questions addressed by this paper arise from the two 171 

major themes that influence inter-rater reliability: target and measurement. With respect to the 172 

target-related influences, we investigate differences in the ratings for the two crew members (CPT 173 

and FO) in relation to their level of performance. In terms of the measurement-related factor, we 174 

analyze the influence of the familiarity with the tools, the tools’ dimensions, and the scale levels of 175 
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the tools. We keep the influences from the raters and the scenario & task constant by choosing the 176 

best raters and using the same flight scenarios for all pilots. 177 

Method 178 

Participants 179 

A sample of 37 type-rating examiners (TREs) from a major European airline, all holding valid 180 

licenses for the Airbus A320, took part as raters in this experiment. Their participation was not 181 

voluntary, since they were assigned to this rating experiment as part of a workshop. Due to their 182 

specific training and certification, the examiners are the most experienced instructors for this aircraft 183 

type within this company. They represent a homogeneous group with regard to their affiliation and 184 

experience. The mean age of the participants was 49.9 years (SD = 4.2 years). They had a mean 185 

experience of 11.5 (SD = 4.3) years as training and check pilots, and had a mean number of 13,604.2 186 

(SD = 3,900.1) airline flight hours. 187 

As part of their initial and recurrent instructor courses, all participants had received several 188 

days of theoretical and practical training for their rating skills. Rating exercises were done with video 189 

examples in classrooms as well as during real training sessions in the simulator. As part of the 190 

training, instructors received feedback on their individual rating tendencies. In addition, they 191 

participated in annual standardization meetings, which contain specific case study exercises. Since 192 

the simulator scenario was new and not previously included in routine recurrent trainings by the 193 

airline, none of the raters had specific experience with the presented simulator scenarios – neither as 194 

participating pilot nor as instructor pilot. 195 

Apparatus 196 

The 37 raters assessed videotapes of the same flight scenario flown by four different crews in 197 

an A320 simulator; the different videotapes were presented on a screen using a projector in a 198 

classroom to all raters at the same time. For the purpose of de-identification, the pilots’ voices in the 199 

videotapes were modified by changing the pitch; dialogs were still clearly understandable. 200 

Recorded Simulator Mission 201 
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The presented videotapes were extracted from a mission in a flight simulator study 202 

conducted with (n = 60) short-haul pilots on the Airbus A320 (see Gontar & Hoermann, 2014; Gontar, 203 

Hoermann, Deischl, & Haslbeck, 2014). The flight simulator mission aimed to analyze the pilots’ 204 

behavior in unforeseen situations under high workload. Therefore, the pilots showed authentic non-205 

scripted behaviors. This experiment was conducted in a full-flight simulator (JAR STD 1A Level D), but 206 

was not part of pilots’ recurrent training within the airline.  207 

The selected videotapes for the inter-rater reliability study show a sequence with high task 208 

load for the pilots. In the flight simulator mission, the crews began a visual approach (VOR B) to 209 

runway 22R at Nice Côte d’Azur Airport (LFMN), 15 miles east of the airport (D15 AZR) at an altitude 210 

of 3,000 feet with a speed of 170 knots, and a heading of 269 degrees; there was light rain, the 211 

runway was wet, visibility was 10,000 meters, wind was 10 knots from the south, and the 212 

temperature was 12° Celsius. The aircraft had 2,500 kg fuel on board (corresponding to a remaining 213 

flight time of approximately one hour) and was adequately set for the approach.  214 

When the crew lowered the gear the green hydraulic system malfunctioned and prevented 215 

the nose gear from fully extending and locking; it could not be retracted. As a consequence, the crew 216 

had to go-around and follow several procedures. With the aerodynamic drag being doubled, flight 217 

endurance was halved (approximately 30 min). In their subsequent approach the crew was already in 218 

a mayday situation. Upon selecting the next flap level, due to the underlying failure of the green 219 

hydraulic system, the flaps or the slats (depending on the initial configuration) jammed. The high task 220 

load condition for the rating experiment began at this point. As the malfunction affected the landing 221 

performance of the aircraft, the crew was again requested to handle several procedures before they 222 

were able to land. For further details on the technical scenario, the reader is referred to Gontar and 223 

Hoermann (2014).   224 

 The scenario was very challenging and elicited the pilots’ CRM skills on all the dimensions 225 

that are usually trained and rated during recurrent training. These dimensions include 226 

communication skills, leadership and teamwork, work organization as well as situation awareness 227 

and decision making. Since the malfunctions that occurred were unforeseen for the pilots, they were 228 

not able to prepare themselves beforehand, but had to make fast decisions, very efficient task 229 

assignments, and also handle the procedures, the automation and checklists with particular 230 

precision. Normally, the crews have enough time to work through their procedures step by step. 231 
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However, the fuel problem in our scenario forced them to work through the procedures more quickly 232 

and thus communicate more concisely and more effectively. Furthermore, the success of this mission 233 

was highly dependent on making the proper decisions in the right order (e.g. aborting or skipping 234 

procedures or declaring an emergency due to the very low fuel level). It was expected that only 235 

crews with high CRM skills would be able to complete this mission satisfactorily.  236 

During the 30 flight simulator missions, we recorded audio data from the pilots and the ATC, 237 

flight simulator data, as well as video data showing the two participating pilots and the cockpit 238 

interior from behind. Pilot performance was rated by a flight instructor from the respective airline 239 

during the missions (benchmark rating). This benchmark rating was based on the evaluation form 240 

which is used in this airline (Burger, Neb, & Hoermann, 2003) and is explained below (NTSitem). We 241 

found high variance within the pilots’ performance ratings. The ratings included crews that were able 242 

to manage the severe technical problems very quickly and very well, but also crews which were 243 

unable to deal with the problems. Based on the averaged performance grade of the benchmark 244 

ratings, we selected four videotapes that reflect the entire spectrum of CRM performance: poor, 245 

medium-low, medium-high, and outstanding. To validate the benchmark rating, the videotape 246 

selection was verified by an additional type-rating examiner. 247 

Dependent Measures 248 

The raters assessed the pilots’ performance based on videotapes using three different rating 249 

tools: two NTS rating tools – one on a dimension basis, one on an item basis (Burger et al., 2003) – 250 

and the Line Operations Safety Audit (LOSA) rating tool (Klinect, Murray, Merritt, & Helmreich, 2003). 251 

Examples of the content for each tool are shown in Figure 1. 252 

 253 

 254 

Insert Figure 1 around here 255 

 256 

 257 
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NTS rating tool on dimension basis (NTSdim). The raters assessed each individual pilot’s 258 

performance using a five-point scale ranging from poor (1) to outstanding (5), see Figure 1 at the top. 259 

The following dimensions were addressed: communication, leadership & teamwork, work 260 

organization, and situation awareness & decision making (Burger et al., 2003). Communication and 261 

leadership & teamwork are regarded as social aspects; work organization and situation awareness & 262 

decision making are regarded as cognitive aspects (Hoermann & Neb, 2004). This rating method 263 

requires the instructor to assess the pilots’ performance globally across the whole videotape, but is 264 

not based on single items (Brannick et al., 2002). The raters themselves have to relate specific crew 265 

behaviors to the various NTSdim dimensions. Such rating methods require a higher degree of 266 

abstraction and are expected to be more subjective and thereby less reliable than directly observable 267 

behaviors (Brannick et al., 2002). 268 

NTS rating tool on item basis (NTSitem). The raters assessed each individual pilot’s 269 

performance on 40 items which reflect the same four dimensions as NTSdim, but support the rater 270 

with more specific items (Burger et al., 2003), see the middle of Figure 1. The 40 items represent the 271 

dimensions communication (10 items), leadership & teamwork (15 items), work organization (8 272 

items), and situation awareness & decision making (7 items), and were rated on the same five-point 273 

scale, ranging from poor to outstanding, as NTSdim. The mean value of all items of a dimension was 274 

calculated to obtain a value comparable to NTSdim but based on items. The items of this rating tool 275 

were known to the raters and are regularly used in their airline’s training. It is based on the NOTECHS 276 

method (Flin et al., 2003) and was adapted to the company’s culture and CRM philosophy by a 277 

working group comprised of subject matter experts, such as training and check pilots, aviation 278 

psychologists, and human factors specialists (Burger et al., 2003). This work was influenced by the 279 

results of a safety survey that the airline conducted. The purpose of this study was to analyze safety-280 

relevant events from the preceding five years. Based on this survey, Burger et al. (2003) were able to 281 

identify specific factors that contributed to the events and translated them to markers. A content 282 

analysis was performed to ensure that all NOTECHS markers were covered by the newly developed 283 

system. 284 

Line Operations Safety Audit. The raters assessed the pilots’ performance on four 285 

dimensions using 13 items that represent planning behavioral markers (4 items), execution 286 

behavioral markers (4 items), review / modify behavioral markers (3 items), and overall behavioral 287 
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markers (2 items). Ratings were obtained on a four-point scale from poor (1) to outstanding (4), see 288 

Figure 1 at the bottom. The rating of a dimension is given by the mean of all its item values. As 289 

Haeusler, Klampfer, Amacher, and Naef (2004) demonstrated, dimensions of LOSA strongly correlate 290 

with dimensions of the NOTECHS system, which was the basis of the NTSitem system used here 291 

(Burger et al., 2003). In addition, LOSA incorporates aspects of technical skills as well. Since technical 292 

aspects such as automation handling are more overt and observable, we expect higher inter-rater 293 

reliability for the LOSA rating. The LOSA rating tool was sent to the raters two weeks before the 294 

rating experiment, but they were not familiar with it. We used the LOSA Descent / Approach / Land 295 

sheet (International Civil Aviation Organization, 2002, p. A-8; Klinect et al., 2003). In contrast to the 296 

NTS ratings, both crew members were rated together as a team.  297 

In addition to the five-point scale of both NTS tools, we derived a dichotomous pass/fail scale 298 

by assigning the lower two scale points to fail and the upper three scale points to pass. Regarding the 299 

LOSA rating, we assigned the lowest scale point to fail and the upper three scale points to pass; if one 300 

item was rated as failed, the whole rating dimension was deemed unsatisfactory.  301 

Instructions and Procedure 302 

Two weeks before the rating experiment was conducted, all raters were informed about the 303 

upcoming assessment. They were briefed about the technical details of the scenario, such as the 304 

expected route, weather conditions, aircraft configuration, malfunctions, etc. Furthermore, the 305 

raters received a copy of the three rating forms they would have to use (see Figure 1 with examples 306 

of the content). While the NTSitem rating tool was already known to the instructor pilots from their 307 

current training practice, the NTSdim and the LOSA tools had not been used by the airline before. 308 

Immediately before the rating experiment began, we once again explained the rating tools 309 

and the whole scenario to the raters. The raters were explicitly advised to leave items blank if they 310 

did not observe a corresponding behavior. In addition, the raters were instructed not to talk to each 311 

other and were told that they were not allowed to page back in the rating sheets – neither during the 312 

rating process itself, nor between rating the different crews. The sheets were then handed out.  313 

Following these instructions, the four videotapes with a duration of M = 5.98 (SD = 1.42) 314 

minutes each were presented one by one. Rewinding or repeating was not an option; however, 315 

raters could take notes. The videotapes were presented in the following order of crew performance: 316 
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(1) medium-high, (2) medium-low, (3) outstanding, and (4) poor. In order to minimize sequence 317 

effects, the medium-performing crews (1; 2) were presented first. Between the presentations, the 318 

instructors rated the pilots’ skills; all raters had as much time as they wanted to complete their 319 

ratings. This took approximately 20 minutes after each scenario. The videotape began with a map 320 

showing the current location of the aircraft, speed, heading, and the remaining fuel on board for a 321 

duration of 30 seconds. The actual flight scenario was then presented, starting exactly 30 seconds 322 

before the second malfunction occurred (flaps or slats jammed) and the high task load condition 323 

began. 324 

Analysis 325 

For each of the dependent measures, we calculated rwg (cf. James, Demaree, & Wolf, 1984) 326 

to assess within-group agreement for the five-point and four-point scales, and on the pass/fail level. 327 

“The technique [of rwg] was cast as a heuristic form of interrater reliability…” (James, Demaree, & 328 

Wolf, 1993, p. 306) and sees total variance (in contrast to classical test theory) as being related to the 329 

rater (cf. Liao, Hunt, & Chen, 2010). Values of rwg were calculated for each rating dimension of the 330 

respective tool and for each performance level of the crew. This allowed us to identify the 331 

measurement-related and target-related influences on inter-rater reliability. In addition, for NTSdim 332 

and NTSitem, rwg was calculated separately for the CPTs’ and the FOs’ performance ratings. As the crew 333 

was assessed as one team by LOSA, a comparison between the crew members was not possible. The 334 

threshold value for acceptable within-group agreement was set to .70 (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994), 335 

so that agreement equal to or above .70 is interpreted as acceptable, and values below .70 are 336 

interpreted as not acceptable agreement; for an in-depth discussion about this commonly used 337 

criterion, see Harvey and Hollander (2004). 338 

Intraclass correlation coefficients ICC(3) for single measures were calculated using a two-way 339 

mixed model for each of the dependent measures to assess inter-rater reliability (cf. Shrout & Fleiss, 340 

1979). The factor rater was determined as fixed since the raters were preselected for the workshop. 341 

In contrast to most of the studies in the medical domain, average measures of ICC(3) do not seem 342 

appropriate here, since the reliability of one single rater, and thus the single measure, is decisive. 343 

This is due to the fact that only one instructor pilot rates the crew’s performance in real training and 344 

examination flights. ICC(3) analyses were conducted at the five-point and four-point scale level only 345 
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(not on the derived dichotomous level). ICCs were calculated for all the different rating dimensions of 346 

the two NTS measurements and the LOSA measurement.  347 

Although ICCs can be calculated for true dichotomous data, a subsequently derived 348 

dichotomous level from a higher level scale (as shown here) would require tetrachoric correlation 349 

coefficients (Wirtz & Caspar, 2002). Based on our data set, it was not possible to calculate tetrachoric 350 

correlation coefficients due to missing data and the resultant singularities. According to Cicchetti 351 

(1994) who subdivided the recommendation of Landis and Koch (1977), the ICC(3) values are 352 

interpreted as follows: Values below .40 represent poor clinical significance, values between .40 and 353 

.59 represent fair, and values between .60 and .75 good clinical significance. Values greater than .75 354 

are considered excellent clinical significance (Cicchetti, 1994); see also Fleiss, Levin, and Paik (2003). 355 

When calculating mean values of ICCs, Fisher z’ transformation (Fisher, 1925) was used. With respect 356 

to the ICCs, the Spearman-Brown prophecy formula (cf. Lienert & Raatz, 1998) was used to calculate 357 

the minimum number of raters that is required to achieve a specific level of reliability (e.g., .60 for 358 

good clinical significance according to Cicchetti, 1994).  359 

According to the model assumptions for ICC(3) made by Shrout and Fleiss (1979), we used 360 

Shapiro-Wilk tests to analyze for normal distribution as suggested by Thode (2002) and Razali and 361 

Wah (2011). Analyses showed that the sample data were non-normally distributed (p < .05), except 362 

for the LOSA dimensions execution behavioral markers, W(143) = .99, p = .39, and overall behavioral 363 

markers, W(143) = .98, p = .06. Based on the visual inspection of the plots, we concluded that the 364 

significant results in the tests were rather due to the large sample size than due to meaningful 365 

deviations from the normal distribution (Field, 2009). The residuals showed non-normal distributions 366 

(p < .05) as well, except for the NTSitem dimensions communication, W(288) = .99, p = .45, leadership 367 

& teamwork D(288) = .99, p = .20, situation awareness & decision making W(288) = .99, p = .72, and 368 

for the LOSA dimension review / modify, W(136) = .99, p = .24. Since the analysis of variance, which 369 

corresponds to the ICC(3) model, is robust against violations of normal distribution (Schmider, 370 

Ziegler, Danay, Beyer, & Buehner, 2010), we did not anticipate problems in using ICCs for these data. 371 

Results 372 

Results Regarding the NTSdim Tool 373 
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Table 1 illustrates the results with respect to the analysis of NTSdim. Regarding the within-374 

group agreement rwg on the five-point scale, the results showed acceptable agreement for the CPT 375 

(.79 on average) and for the FO (.74 on average) in the videotape that showed crew members with 376 

outstanding performance. The performance of all other pilots was rated with an agreement lower 377 

than .70 and was therefore not acceptable. When looking at the average of the different rating 378 

dimensions, it can be seen that the agreement across all videotapes was below the .70 threshold for 379 

every dimension. In three out of four videotapes, the FOs’ performance was rated in higher 380 

agreement than the CPTs’; the average agreement across all videotapes (.57) was not acceptable. It 381 

can be concluded that the agreement of raters depended on the level of performance that was 382 

exhibited by the pilots.  383 

ICC(3) for inter-rater reliability was found to be poor for the dimensions communication 384 

(.12), leadership & teamwork (.28), and work organization (.34) of NTSdim. Only ratings for situation 385 

awareness & decision making (.45) represented fair reliability. Inter-rater reliability of social aspects 386 

(communication and leadership & teamwork) was lower than for cognitive aspects (work 387 

organization and situation awareness & decision making). The average inter-rater reliability was poor 388 

(.30). In order to reach a good level of reliability with respect to the ICCs (.60), the Spearman-Brown 389 

prophecy formula revealed that on average, four raters would be required to assess pilots’ non-390 

technical skills on the dimensional level for such scenarios. 391 

 392 

 393 

Insert Table 1 around here 394 

 395 

 396 

Looking at the within-group agreement results from the derived pass/fail scale (see Table 1, 397 

bottom), once again the outstanding performing crew was the only one which was represented by 398 

acceptable ratings for the CPT (.97) and for the FO (.92). While the ratings for this crew include six 399 

ratings that were in perfect agreement (1.0), the medium-high and poor performing crews included 400 

ratings that showed no agreement (0.0). The mean rwg of the rating dimensions were all below the 401 
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required minimum of .70. Comparing the pass/fail scale with the five-point scale, the outstanding 402 

performing crew was rated in higher agreement on the pass/fail scale (.97 / .92 vs. .79 / .74). The 403 

opposite was true for the medium-high and poor performing crews. The average agreement was 404 

lower on the dichotomous pass/fail scale (.46) than on the five-point scale (.57). 405 

Results Regarding the NTSitem Tool 406 

Within-group agreement rwg showed acceptable ratings for the poor (.71 / .71) and 407 

outstanding (.77 / .80) performing crews as well as for the FO of the medium-low (.78) performing 408 

crew (see Table 2, top). All dimensions of NTSitem showed acceptable agreement, although they were 409 

close to or at the threshold of .70. The trend indicated in the results of NTSdim, i.e. that the FOs’ 410 

performance was rated as slightly more in agreement than the CPTs’ was seen here as well. A 411 

comparison of the mean of the dimensions shows that NTSitem ratings were in higher agreement than 412 

NTSdim ratings on the five-point scale. 413 

As already measured for NTSdim, ICC(3) reliability was fair for situation awareness & decision 414 

making (.48), but poor for all the other dimensions; the trend that social aspects are rated less 415 

reliably than cognitive aspects was reflected in these results as well. Comparing the NTSitem and the 416 

NTSdim, it can be seen that the inter-rater reliability for communication was higher for NTSitem than for 417 

NTSdim. With respect to the ICCs, the Spearman-Brown prophecy formula found that on average, 418 

three raters would be sufficient to assess pilots’ non-technical skills on this five-point scale with good 419 

(.60) reliability.  420 

 421 

 422 

Insert Table 2 around here 423 

 424 

 425 

The pass/fail scale showed unacceptable agreement and thus lower agreement than the five-426 

point scale in every single value (see Table 2, bottom). In contrast to the five-point scale, the average 427 

agreement for the FOs’ performance ratings was lower than for the CPTs’ performance ratings. The 428 
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average agreement using the NTSdim tool (.46) was higher than the average NTSitem agreement (.19) 429 

on the pass/fail scale.  430 

Results Regarding the LOSA Tool 431 

Results regarding the LOSA rating showed acceptable within-group agreement for the 432 

planning (.74) and execution (.76) dimensions, but agreement below the defined .70 threshold for 433 

the review / modify (.63) and overall (.61) dimensions (see Table 3, top). Rating for the outstanding 434 

(.74) and medium-low (.71) performing crews showed acceptable agreement on average. Agreement 435 

for poor (.68) and medium-high (.61) performing crews was slightly below the threshold. Inter-rater 436 

reliability was fair for the planning (.47) and execution (.43) dimension, but was poor for the review / 437 

modify (.25), and overall (.30) dimensions. Although the raters had not used this rating tool in their 438 

training before, the average reliability of LOSA (.37) was slightly higher than for NTSdim (.30) and 439 

NTSitem (.35). With respect to the ICCs, the Spearman-Brown prophecy formula found that on 440 

average, three raters would be required to assess pilots’ skills on the LOSA scale with good (.60) 441 

reliability. 442 

 443 

 444 

Insert Table 3 around here 445 

 446 

 447 

Agreement on the pass/fail scale (see Table 3, bottom) was high (.92) for the outstanding 448 

performing crew. Agreement for the lower performing crews was below the acceptable threshold. 449 

On average, the rating dimensions did not exceed the acceptable threshold. As for NTSdim and NTSitem, 450 

the average agreement for medium-high, medium-low, and poor performing crews was lower for the 451 

pass/fail scale than for the four-point scale. Both rating tools, which had not been used by the raters 452 

before (NTSdim and LOSA), showed higher agreement for the pass/fail scale than for the five-453 

point/four-point scale when rating the outstanding performing crew. 454 

Discussion 455 
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The discussion is divided into several parts that correspond to the measurement and target 456 

themes introduced in this paper. It concludes by pointing out some limitations of the study. 457 

Measurement: Different Rating Tools (NTSdim, NTSitem, LOSA) and Familiarity  458 

The results showed that neither of the rating tools used here achieved the necessary 459 

standard for sufficient inter-rater reliability on average across all dimensions and performance levels. 460 

Although the raters were not trained with the LOSA sheet, the reliability was roughly the same for 461 

this rating tool at the four-point scale as compared to the other rating tools. The average agreement 462 

with LOSA on the pass/fail scale was even better than agreement with the rating tool known from 463 

training (NTSitem). This means on one hand that familiarity with the rating tool alone does not 464 

necessarily lead to higher inter-rater reliability. On the other hand these results indicate that more 465 

precisely formulated items (LOSA) can outweigh the potential familiarity advantages (NTSitem). In this 466 

context it has to be mentioned that NOTECHS (which was the basis of NTSitem) was not intended to be 467 

used on a pass/fail level unless a rating could be linked to technical consequences (Flin et al., 2003). 468 

Another reason for the similar inter-rater reliability of the LOSA tool could be that the crew is 469 

rated as one team (LOSA) and not as two single pilots (as for NTSdim and NTSitem). Perhaps it is more 470 

difficult for raters to assign separate performance contributions to the two crew members, since 471 

interaction, which is the basis for most of the NTS dimensions introduced here, is the result of a 472 

collaboration of at least two persons. O’Connor et al. (2002) came to a similar conclusion when 473 

addressing inter-rater reliability differences between scenarios. Another aspect could be that LOSA 474 

also incorporates technical performance aspects such as automation handling that are easier to 475 

observe. Finally, LOSA only uses 13 items in contrast to NTSitem, which uses 40 items; raters could 476 

have lost interest in thoroughly considering the item definitions before assigning a score. In our 477 

study, they had to go through all ratings eight times, which could have led to a checking-boxes 478 

response style. Although the agreement for NTSitem on the five-point scale is acceptable on average, 479 

the assessment on the pass/fail scale is what an examination ultimately depends on. 480 

Measurement: Scale Levels and Degree of Differentiation  481 

When comparing the two scales, which represent different levels of differentiation, all the 482 

rating tools showed lower agreement on the derived pass/fail scale than on the five-point/four-point 483 

scale (NTSdim: .46 vs. .57; NTSitem: .19 vs. .72; LOSA: .43 vs. .68) on average. It seems that examiners 484 
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can give reliable feedback in general (e.g. pilot A was better than pilot B), but are in less agreement 485 

with respect to the level of pass and fail (e.g. pilot A passed, but pilot B failed). O’Connor et al. (2002) 486 

found similar results for two of their eight scenarios. This issue is relevant in particular because this 487 

threshold between pass and fail is what counts most for the individual pilot. This finding confirms 488 

earlier concerns that NTS ratings alone should not be used to pass or fail a crew member unless 489 

safety consequences are directly involved.  490 

Measurement: Differences Between the Rating Dimensions 491 

The results showed that inter-rater reliability was dependent on the dimension being rated. 492 

Comparing the different dimensions, both NTSdim and NTSitem showed lower inter-rater reliability for 493 

the social aspects than for the cognitive aspects. When we assessed the reliability of the pilots’ self, 494 

peer, and supervisor ratings, we also found less agreement for the social aspects than for the 495 

cognitive aspects using the NTSitem tool (cf. Gontar & Hoermann, 2014). In this earlier study, the 496 

entire mission was rated by all 60 pilots who took part in the simulator experiment. When the whole 497 

mission was rated, inter-rater reliability for the social dimensions was even lower than in the present 498 

study. The opposite was true for the cognitive aspects, which led to higher inter-rater reliabilities 499 

when rating the entire mission and when the rater was directly involved and operating the simulator. 500 

In contrast to the findings presented here, Yule et al. (2008) found that for surgeons, aspects of 501 

communication, leadership and teamwork (which correspond to our social skills) were rated more 502 

reliably than aspects of task management, decision making and situation awareness (which 503 

correspond to our cognitive skills). One reason for this different finding could be that the videotapes 504 

we selected for this rater study featured a strong emphasis on aspects of decision making and 505 

situation awareness. This is because the success in this scenario mainly depended on the appropriate 506 

decision making by the crew. This aspect might also be the reason why the LOSA dimension of 507 

Planning is rated with slightly higher inter-rater reliability than the other LOSA dimensions. 508 

Target: Crews Representing Different Levels of Performance  509 

Based on the work from Yule et al. (2009), we expected that the most extreme performance 510 

characteristics, such as the outstanding and poor performing crews, would be rated with higher 511 

agreement than the medium performing crews. What we found was that only the outstanding 512 

performing crew was rated with acceptable agreement on average. That the poor performing crew 513 
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was rated with lower agreement on the pass/fail scale than the outstanding performance is even 514 

more surprising, because it was rated directly after the latter. This may indicate that the raters were 515 

not subject to sequence effects; had that been the case, they would have consistently rated the poor 516 

performing crew as very poor. An explanation could be that the raters are seldom faced with poor 517 

performing crews so that they struggle to assess them in high agreement.  518 

Target: Differences Between the Ratings for Captains and First Officers 519 

The agreement using the two NTS rating tools showed that the FOs are rated slightly more in 520 

agreement on the five-point scale than the CPTs, except using the NTSdim tool for the outstanding 521 

performing crew. O’Connor et al. (2002) compared the deviations of ratings for CPTs and FOs to a 522 

reference rating. They found similar results with the ratings for the FOs’ performance showing less 523 

deviation from the reference ratings than the ratings for the CPTs’ performance. It seems that the 524 

raters can assess FOs’ performance more accurately than the CPTs’. As all the raters were CPTs 525 

themselves, they were used to flying together with FOs more often than with CPTs. This daily 526 

experience could have provided them with better framing conditions to compare the behaviors of 527 

the FOs. Another aspect is that in examination flights for example, a good pilot can 528 

disproportionately influence the team’s performance and thus compensate for the effects of a more 529 

poorly performing crew member. If the good pilot continuously supports his crew member, the 530 

performance by the poorly performing pilot might be hidden. So even when both crew members are 531 

rated independently (NTSdim and NTSitem), it might be hard to identify the differences between two 532 

pilots’ non-technical skills. 533 

Strengths and Weaknesses of this Study  534 

One weakness of this study might be that the raters did not have enough time to actually 535 

observe every behavior, because they only observed a 6-minute sequence of the whole mission. 536 

Moreover, they may have assessed aspects which they did not observe instead of leaving the 537 

respective items blank or marking it as not observable (as they were instructed to do). Such behavior 538 

has already been reported by O’Connor et al. (2002). Another effect of the rather short duration and 539 

the content of the videotape might have been that the raters did not have the opportunity to 540 

observe the pilots’ behavior during normal operation flight phases. This would have been the case in 541 

examination flights, which usually start with normal operations before the crews are exposed to 542 
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critical situations. Nevertheless, it is especially the performance in unforeseen and abnormal events 543 

that determines the success of a mission.  544 

In contrast, a strength of this study is the large sample of non-volunteer raters which 545 

represents the most experienced instructors in the entire airline fleet. We used a clean environment, 546 

meaning the raters did not have any parallel tasks such as operating the simulator or acting as air 547 

traffic controllers, which could have led to high rater workload during the assessment (Deaton et al., 548 

2007; Seamster, Hamman, & Edens, 1995). Furthermore, all videotapes contained the same task with 549 

different performance levels, as would be expected from daily practice.  550 

 Conclusion  551 

The results of this inter-rater reliability study show that the measurement as well as the 552 

target influence inter-rater reliability. We were able to show these effects while keeping other 553 

influences by the rater and the scenario & task constant. On the other hand, we demonstrated that 554 

inter-rater reliability is still an unsolved issue even within a group of highly experienced instructors 555 

when assessing the non-technical skills of pilots. In Europe, current regulatory material by the 556 

European Aviation Safety Agency (2011) states that the practical training of instructors should 557 

“include the development of specific instructor skills, particularly in the area of teaching and 558 

assessing threat and error management and CRM” (European Aviation Safety Agency, 2011, FCL.920, 559 

p. 282). In particular, instructors are required to observe and assess CRM behaviors in order to 560 

provide constructive feedback to both the pilots and to the training department (European Aviation 561 

Safety Agency, 2011). All these requirements assume that such ratings are based on reliable 562 

observations. According to our findings, we strongly recommend incorporating specific inter-rater 563 

reliability exercises into trainer standardization and assessment trainings. Therefore, it would be 564 

beneficial to describe more precise anchors for desired and undesired behaviors on all observed CRM 565 

dimensions. Based on our findings we recommend caution when using NTS-ratings on a pass/fail 566 

level. In line with the second NOTECHS principle it should be emphasized that in order to fail a pilot 567 

in an examination flight due to non-technical skills, “flight safety must be actually (or potentially) 568 

comprised [, which] requires a related objective technical consequence” (Flin et al., 2003, p. 109).  569 

We agree with the opinion that mission-specific CRM evaluation tools and other objectifying 570 

resources, such as shown by Brannick et al. (2002), would lead to higher inter-rater reliability in 571 

training. Deaton et al. (2007) for example developed a tool which supports the instructors when 572 
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rating pilots’ performance in specific scenarios. This tool will alert the instructor when it detects 573 

events in training scenarios that are important for the rating. These authors could show that such a 574 

supporting tool leads to more differentiated and more accurate ratings (Deaton et al., 2007). Such an 575 

approach seems to be very promising. A goal of future research should be to further elaborate and 576 

extend the usage of such techniques with the goal of providing the instructors with more reliable 577 

information for their assessments. In parallel, regulatory authorities should explicitly advise airlines 578 

and flight training organizations to address and demonstrate sufficient inter-rater reliability among 579 

their instructor pilots when utilizing their performance evaluation tools. 580 
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“Communication includes information transfer and social aspects. The crew members 
share their information, and assure reception and understanding. Suggestions of other 
crew members are considered, even if one does not agree. Ambiguities and 
uncertainties are announced.” (Burger, 1999, p. 14) 

 748 
Figure 1. Examples of content for the different rating tools that were used for the inter-rater 749 

reliability study. From top to bottom: NTSdim (see Burger et al., 1999), NTSitem (see Burger et al., 750 

2003), LOSA (see International Civil Aviation Organization, 2002, p. A-8; Klinect et al., 2003). For 751 

NTSdim, the definitions of the items were not specified on the rating tool, but were included in the 752 

airline’s training material the raters had. 753 
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Table 1. rwg and ICC(3) of the NTSdim ratings as a function of the performance level shown in the 755 

scenario and crew position. 756 

  757 

NTSdim (CPT/FO) Performance Level   
rwg  
mean 

ICC(3) 

  
Out-
standing 

Medium-
high 

Medium-
low  

Poor        

Five-point scale    

    Communication .77 / .62 .33 / .62 .53 / .67 .42 / .53 

 

.56 .12 

Leadership 
& Teamwork .84 / .83 .42 / .62 .25 / .66 .62 / .63 

 

.61 .28 

Work Organization .75 / .77 .37 / .57 .56 / .66 .36 / .48 

 

.57 .34 

Situation Awareness 

& Decision Making .81 / .73 .47 / .29 .50 / .53 .44 / .55   .54 .45 

Mean .79 / .74 .40 / .53 .46 / .63 .46 / .55   .57 .30  

Pass/fail scale    

    Communication .89 / .69 .10 / .60 .51 / .51 .29 / .51 

 

.51 - 

Leadership 
& Teamwork 1 / 1 .00 / .59 .50 / .59 .29 / .58 

 

.57 - 

Work Organization 1 / 1 .00 / .14 .59 / .43 .00 / .13 

 

.41 - 

Situation Awareness 

& Decision Making 1 / 1 .10 / .00 .59 / .17 .00 / .00   .36 - 

Mean .97 / .92 .05 / .33 .55 / .43 .14 / .30 

 

.46 - 

 758 

Note. In addition to the five-point scale (top), we derived a dichotomous pass/fail scale by assigning 759 

the lower two scale-points to fail and the upper three scale-points to pass (bottom). The mean ICC 760 

value was calculated using Fisher z’ transformation.  761 
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Table 2. rwg and ICC(3) of the NTSitem ratings as a function of the performance level shown in the 762 

scenario and crew position. 763 

 764 

NTSitem (CPT/FO) Performance Level    
rwg  
mean 

ICC(3) 

  
Out-
standing 

Medium-
high 

Medium-
low  

Poor        

Five-point scale    

    Communication .76 / .77 .54 / .68 .69 / .76 .74 / .75  .71 .22 

Leadership 

& Teamwork 

.79 / .84 .73 / .71 .75 / .79 .76 / .71  .76 .32 

Work Organization .76 / .79 .52 / .64 .69 / .79 .64 / .75  .70 .37 

Situation Awareness 

& Decision Making 

.78 / .81 .60 / .63 .64 / .79 .69 / .62  .70 .48 

Mean .77 / .80 .60 / .67 .69 / .78 .71 / .71  .72 .35 

Pass/fail scale 
   

    Communication .43 / .13 .24 / .10 .00 / .00 .13 / .05  .13 - 

Leadership  

& Teamwork 

.17 / .43 .30 / .10 .00 / .00 .36 / .00  .17 - 

Work Organization .59 / .59 .30 / .09 .02 / .00 .13 / .02  .22 - 

Situation Awareness 

& Decision Making 

.36 / .23 .44 / .19 .09 / .00 .51 / .23  .25 - 

Mean .39 / .34 .32 / .12 .03 / .00 .28 / .08  .19 - 

 765 

Note. In addition to the five-point scale (top), we derived a dichotomous pass/fail scale by assigning 766 

the lower two scale-points to fail and the upper three scale-points to pass (bottom). The mean ICC 767 

value was calculated using Fisher z’ transformation. 768 
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 769 

Table 3. rwg and ICC(3) of the LOSA ratings as a function of the performance level shown in the 770 

scenario. 771 

 772 

LOSA Performance Level    
rwg  
mean 

ICC(3) 

  
Out-
standing 

Medium-
high 

Medium-
low  

Poor        

Four-point scale    

    Planning  .76 .71 .78 .68  .74 .47 
Execution .78 .72 .80 .74  .76 .43 
Review / Modify  .70 .53 .65 .65  .63 .25 
Overall .70 .48 .60 .65  .61 .30 

Mean .74 .61 .71 .68  .68 .37 
Pass/fail scale 

   
    Planning .89 .00 .59 .01  .37 - 

Execution 1 .03 .59 .01  .41 - 
Review / Modify .89 .09 .51 .07  .39 - 
Overall .89 .19 .69 .42  .54 - 
Mean .92 .07 .60 .13  .43 - 
 773 

Note. In addition to the four-point scale (top), we derived a dichotomous pass/fail scale by assigning 774 

the lowest scale point to fail and the upper three scale-points to pass (bottom). The mean ICC value 775 

was calculated using Fisher z’ transformation. 776 
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